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www.imegamedia.co.uk

Imegamedia are Retail Finance Integration Experts and providers of one of the 
UK’s leading Retail Finance Module; which allows retailers to integrate finance 
instantly regardless of their ecommerce platform or retail finance provider.

Imegamedia’s solution allows UK-based online retailers to offer instant credit 
to their customers, including 0% interest free (with a retail finance account).

The new module has been designed to meet the current modern market, 
including traditional “hosted” ecommerce systems as well as those more 
modern and “service” based. Magento 2, Shopify, Bigcommerce, OpenCart 
and Woocommerce are among a large list of platforms all now supported.

The module has been designed to touch the retailers’ site as little as possible.

“By doing this we have made it far quicker and easier to launch online finance 
than ever before,” explains Maxine Moon, owner of ImegaMedia.

With our new module it has never been easier to integrate finance into your 
online shopping cart. The complexity of online integrations often puts off 
business owners from offering finance online. Through our partnership with 
the UK’s leading Retail Finance providers we have now removed this problem. 
Retail finance is a proven way to increase sales and help your business grow.

The Apply for Finance option is displayed at checkout and can also be added 
to the shopping cart and each product page. The customer can select from a 
choice of credit options offered by the retailer (on goods ranging in value from 
£250 to £100,000 and over terms up to 60 months). Other features supported 
include: configuration of multiple finance rates, deposits, order values and the 
automated processing of credit application responses (accept, refer, decline 
and cancel messages).

http://www.imegamedia.co.uk/retail-finance-module


Developing 
Tailored Solutions 
for Both Private 
and Institutional 
Clients

www.notzstucki.com

Our objective is to achieve long-term, 
transparent and close collaboration 
with our clients that delivers efficient 
investment solutions.

We believe in the power and contribution 
of our network and we aim to promote in 
our day-to-day work an entrepreneurial 
spirit based on teamwork, flexibility and 
discipline.

Our core business is articulated around 
3 pillars:
Wealth Management
Asset Management
Fund Engineering

http://www.notzstucki.com
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Editor’s 
Comment
Welcome to the April 2017 
edition of Wealth & Finance 
International magazine.

In recent news, the U.S. Securities 
and Exchange Commission (SEC) 
enforcement activity remained 
elevated through the first half of 
fiscal year 2017, according to new 
research from Cornerstone Research. 
The data show an increase in 
actions involving broker-dealers, 
issuer reporting and disclosure, and 
securities offerings.

Looking ahead, we find out that 
Weenie Business Solutions in 
Swindon believes that entrepreneurs 
in the UK need to get ahead of the 
digital tax rules arriving in 2019. 
While HMRC’s ‘Making Tax Digital’ 
plans are still sending shockwaves 
through the business community, 
Amelia Bishop of Weenie Business 
Solutions believes that, “everyone 
can plan for change and find 
bespoke solutions.”

I hope you enjoy reading this edition. 

Jonathan Miles, Editor

AI Global Media, Ltd. (AI) takes reasonable measures 
to ensure the quality of the information on this web 
site. However, AI will not assume any legal liability 
or responsibility for the accuracy, correctness or 
completeness of any information that is available 
through this web site. If errors are brought to our 
attention, we will try to correct them. 

The information available through the website 
and our partner publications is for your general 
information and use and is not intended to address 
any particular finance or investment requirements. 
In particular, the information does not constitute any 
form of advice or recommendation by us or any of 
our partner publications and is not intended to be 
relied upon by users in making or refraining from 
making any investment or financial decisions.

Appropriate independent advice should be obtained 
before making any such decision. Any arrangement 
made between you and any third party named in the 
site is at your sole risk and responsibility.
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Early Adopters of Tax Apps
Can Save Money with 

Weenie Business Solutions
Weenie Business Solutions in Swindon believes entrepreneurs need to get ahead of the digital tax 

rules arriving in 2019.

As a partner of Sage — a global leader in accounting software — Weenie 
Business Solutions is providing 12 months’ free subscription of Sage One 
Start to the first 100 clients who buy their Level 1 Business Self-Assess-
ment or Tax Return Service, each priced at £120 (including VAT).

“HMRC’s ‘Making Tax Digital’ plans are still sending shockwaves through 
the business community” said Amelia Bishop, Director of Weenie Busi-
ness Solutions. “With Brexit set to happen at about the same time as 
the HMRC changes come into effect, 2019 could be hectic for business 
owners. On the other hand, I believe everyone can plan for change and 
find bespoke solutions with our advice.”

The Level 1 Self-Assessment is particularly for start-ups, sole traders and 
contractors who are likely to be most affected by the change to quarterly 
HMRC reporting in two years’ time. The app will also be given to any 
clients who want Weenie Business Solutions to complete their self-as-
sessment tax return for the 16/17 or 17/18 tax years.

Whereas many businesses still need to employ accountants and finance 
staff to keep the records up to date, in future, some of the day-to-day 
tasks will be at the fingertips of those with apps like Sage One Start. 

Sending invoices, recording receipts, watching the income and expendi-
ture will all become much easier. As with all technology, it’s expected that 
those who become early adopters will be the first to enjoy the greatest 
benefits. 

Weenie Business Solutions is a business consultancy that helps small 
and medium size businesses grow and achieve their goals. Working 
alongside Amelia at Weenie Business Solutions are specialists in accoun-
tancy, bookkeeping and payroll, business analysis and business devel-
opment.

For more information, visit, www.weeniebusiness.co.uk

Wealth & Finance International | News
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Real Estate Funds 
- Lessons Learned 

from the EU Referendum
To ensure that the property funds industry continues to work in the best interests of its clients, the 
Association of Real Estate Funds last year commissioned independent consultant John Forbes to 
assess the impact of the EU referendum result on the real estate market and evaluate whether any 

improvements could be made.

Following the referendum, a number of funds suspended trading to pro-
tect existing clients during a time of unprecedented market uncertainty. 
There was a lot of media attention and debate around whether suspen-
sion was the best course of action.

Published today, the John Forbes Report entitled ‘A review of real estate 
fund behaviour following the EU referendum’, concluded that although 
there are some areas for improvement, fund managers limited the impact 
of events and sought to treat investors fairly.

The report also highlights that despite a wide range views amongst mar-
ket participants, the overwhelming majority of IFAs surveyed preferred 
fund suspension over a general sale of assets at distressed prices in order 
to meet daily liquidity demands.

Despite consensus that the industry and regulatory framework operated 
appropriately in its current form, John Forbes concluded that there are 
areas where regulation of retail investment in real estate should be re-
viewed and improved.

One particular area that the report suggests needs addressing is the ap-
proach to the valuation of real estate assets in periods of volatility. The 
report calls for industry bodies and the regulator to work in harmony to 
ensure that there is greater clarity in the valuation process in terms of 
market uncertainty as this is vital to the future success of open-ended 
funds.

John Cartwright, Chief Executive of AREF, said: “open-ended property 
funds offer investors of all shapes and sizes access to an asset class 
that they would otherwise be unable to, where returns are closely linked 
to the underlying assets. To ensure that these products can continue to 
operate efficiently and in the best interests of their clients, we took the 
opportunity, on behalf of the industry, to commission an independent 
analysis of what occurred following the referendum and identify where 
and how it can evolve.

“We are pleased to see that both the industry and regulatory framework 
worked during the period and that fund managers acted appropriately 
and fairly to their investors. However, the industry recognises that areas 
such as communication and the valuation process can be improved.

“We are ready to not only embrace positive change, but also drive it. 
Our work has already started, and we look forward to working with the 
regulator, other industry associations and market participants across the 
board to ensure that we can be better prepared for future periods of 
uncertainty.”

John Forbes, Founder of John Forbes Consulting LLP, said: “the regula-
tory and operating framework for retail investment in the UK in practice 
restricts retail investors to daily traded funds. Investors should have the 
choice to also invest in less liquid products, and those who choose to 
continue to invest in daily traded products need to be fully aware of the 
cost of liquidity, the risk that liquidity might not be available when they 
want it and the differences between funds. For investors to understand 
the products in which they are investing, communication by fund man-
agers and financial advisers needs to be improved.

“There are many operational similarities between model portfolios for re-
tail investors, unit linked insurance products and defined contribution 
pension schemes. These are an increasingly important pool of capital 
and it is vital that they continue to be able to invest indirectly in illiq-
uid assets including real estate. The real estate industry, the investment 
product providers and the regulators need to work together to ensure that 
choice is widened rather than reduced.”

www.aref.org.uk

http://www.aref.org.uk
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SEC Enforcement Activity 
Remains Elevated 

in the Face of Uncertainty
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) enforcement activity remained elevated through the 
first half of fiscal year 2017, according to new research from Cornerstone Research. The data show an 
increase in actions involving broker-dealers, issuer reporting and disclosure, and securities offerings.

According to SEC Enforcement Activity—First Half FY 2017 Update, the 
SEC filed 334 enforcement actions during the first half of FY 2017, down 
from 372 filings during the same period in FY 2016. Most of the de-
cline can be attributed to a decrease in actions against delinquent filers. 
Excluding those actions, there were 299 actions in the first half of FY 
2017—virtually unchanged from the same period last fiscal year.

In the face of uncertainty brought on by changes in SEC leadership and 
the new administration, enforcement activity continued last year’s height-
ened pace.

“In the face of uncertainty brought on by changes in SEC leadership 
and the new administration, enforcement activity continued last year’s 
heightened pace,” said Dr. David Marcus, senior vice president at Cor-
nerstone Research. “In addition, despite critique and court challenges to 
the administrative proceeding forum, the Commission continued to file 
the vast majority of its actions—80% —as administrative proceedings 
rather than civil actions.”

A new proprietary analysis by Cornerstone Research uses advanced tex-
tual analytics to categorise enforcement actions by allegation type. Ac-
cording to this research, the number of cases involving broker-dealers, 
issuer reporting and disclosure, and securities offerings increased during 
the first half of FY 2017:
• Actions against broker-dealers increased 20%;
• Actions related to issuer reporting and disclosure jumped 34% and;
• Actions involving securities offerings rose 34%.

These increases were accompanied by a 50% decline in actions against 
delinquent filers—only 35 were filed during the first half of FY 2017, 
compared to 70 in the first half of the previous fiscal year. Actions in-
volving allegations of insider trading and Foreign Corrupt Practices Act 
(FCPA) violations also decreased.

For detailed information on SEC actions and settlements involving public 
companies and their subsidiaries, please visit the Securities Enforcement 
Empirical Database (SEED). SEED is a publicly available, searchable 
database created by the New York University Pollack Centre for Law & 
Business in cooperation with Cornerstone Research.

8
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Acquisition of the Cambridge 
Belfry Hotel Cambridge and 

the Q-Park Car Park, Sheffield
The board of LXi REIT plc is pleased to announce that the company has acquired the Cambridge Belfry 
Hotel at Cambourne, Cambridge. The purchase price for the Property is £18.53 million, reflecting a 

net initial yield of 6.1% on the asset acquisition (net of acquisition costs to the company).

The Property is fully let to Marstons Hotels Limited and guaranteed by its 
parent, QHotels Holdings Limited. QHotels is a four-star hotelier, founded 
in 2003, that has since grown to 26 hotels with over 3,650 bedrooms 
across the UK and with net assets of £360 million.

The lease has an unexpired term of over 22 years (expiring in May 2039), 
without a break, and is subject to five yearly upward only rent reviews 
index-linked to the Consumer Price Index (collared and capped at 1% 
p.a. and 4% p.a. compound).  The next rent review is due in June 2019.

Purpose-built in 2004 and recently refurbished, the Property comprises a 
modern, four-star hotel with 120 bedrooms, along with extensive leisure 
and business facilities, including a bar, restaurant, eight conference and 
meeting rooms, indoor swimming pool, gym, sauna, steam room and 
treatment rooms. The Property occupies a large 8.3-acre freehold plot, 
with 250 car parking spaces.

The hotel is well located in Cambourne, which is approximately eight miles 
directly west of Cambridge city centre. It is situated within the 750,000 sq. 
ft. Cambourne Business Park, home to numerous large corporates includ-
ing Citrix, Global Graphics, Convergys, Regus and IP Access.

The hotel attracts a good mix of both leisure and business guests, visiting 
Cambridge itself and the surrounding areas. 

The board is pleased to announce that the company has now also com-
pleted on the acquisition of the Q-Park car park at Rockingham Street, 
Sheffield, the exchange of which was announced on 10 March 2017.The 
acquisitions are being funded from equity resources, with senior debt 
finance expected to be introduced in the near term. 

Progress to Date
In the two months since Admission on 27 February 2017, the company 
has now invested or contractually committed 50% of its net equity across 
six properties at a blended net initial yield of 5.65%, with a weighted av-
erage unexpired lease term to first break of over 23 years and diversified 
across a wide range of strong tenants, sub-sectors and locations.

The company is also at an advanced stage on the acquisition of a number 
of additional pre-let forward funding and built assets, which are expected 
to exchange shortly.

Simon Lee, Partner of LXi REIT Advisors Limited, commented: “we are 
pleased to have acquired the Cambridge Belfry Hotel, which is our sixth 
acquisition since the company’s Admission on 27 February 2017.  In 
addition to benefitting from a long, index-linked lease to a strong tenant 
covenant, the hotel trades strongly and is in a sought-after Cambridge 
location and, as a result, its vacant possession value is in excess of the 
purchase price.

The net initial yield of 6.1% will be accretive to our portfolio running yield 
and the next five yearly index-linked rent review in June 2019 presents 
an opportunity for further enhancement to the future dividend yield of 
the company.”
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Harvesting Community 
Social Responsibility

he Wellness Lounge - the signature brand - supports a 
Community Social Responsibility in the belief that all indi-
viduals through community, government and corporations 
are entitled to a wellness experience. Through training, ed-

ucation and an interactive wellness platform the firm activates wellness 
experiences globally. The Wellness Lounge represents Sustainability, 
and Ancient Therapeutic Treatments which have been integral to the 
development of countries for thousands of years. The Wellness Lounge 
also includes onsite educational workshops and global wellness events.  

Founded in 2000, Wellness Interactive Inc.® promotes, educates and 
enables all people to pursue a wellness lifestyle. Their clients include 
corporations, non-profit organizations, wellness industry employees, 
employee sales teams and leaders in wellness & sustainability. The 
company offers many effective solutions in the area of building com-
munity social responsibility, strategic alliances, achieving measurable 
results, branding wellness, organizational effectiveness in the wellness 
industry.

They focus on marketing wellness, essential metrics for defining and 
marketing wellness, social wellness, wellness & sustainability, effective 
solutions for CSR and employee effectiveness in wellness. Desiree Wat-
son tells us more. “We specialise in the leading edge of wellness and 
integrative health – the combination of mainstream medical practices 
and complementary treatments.”

The organisation has several initiatives:
• Educational platform;
• Wellness special events;
• Management and consulting;
• Community outreach program;
• Speakers bureau;
• Product development and;
• Green store.

“Wellness Interactive has over 30 registered brands representing the 
wellness industry - some of which can be licensed to support a social 
wellness experience for corporations looking to specifically market 
wellness,” explains Desiree. “The Wellness Lounge brand is registered 
globally in Norway, South Africa, Australia, China, and the US.” 

The WL certification program can support staff engagement and can 
pioneer a global social wellness experience in order to accelerate busi-
nesses financial goals. In addition it has:
• A range of wellness programs and events, educational workshops 

and training programs in wellness topics around the country for 
corporations and non-profit organisations;

• Provide integrative wellness options with the combination of main-
stream medical practices;

• Provide expertise within the field of health and wellness;
• Provide and customise programs and services to meet specific 

client goals;
• Guest speakers, VIP reception and;
• Events that introduce new and exciting, sustainable products and 

services.

Desiree’s role is to engage with senior leaders and stakeholders within or-
ganisations. A large part of her work is aimed at drafting and implement-
ing a wellness strategy for companies and their employees to succeed. 
She also regularly speaks and partners with local communities in order to 
support a wellness lifestyle and healthy workplace environments.

Desiree explains more about a recent initiative, the Pop-Up Wellness 
Lounge.

“The Pop-Up Wellness Lounge is a customised experience for busi-
nesses and organisations looking to bring a wellness initiative to their 
employees, customers, friends or family. The WL partners closely with 
clients to create an event that effortlessly blends education, relaxation 
and unity.”

The company’s therapeutic services include:

THAI MASSAGE: 
A bodywork therapy based on yoga and Ayurveda (the science of 
life) that has its origins as a healing modality by Buddhist monks in 
Thailand over 2,500 years ago. It is considered to be more energising 
and rigorous than typical forms of massage. Thai Massage is performed 
on a padded mat on the floor as the therapist uses his or her hands, 
knees, legs and feet to apply gentle compression along the body’s 
energy (“Sen”) lines and stretching to move your body into a series of 

Wellness Interactive is an organisation aimed at branding wellness to support Community Social 
Responsibility (CSR) & Corporate Social Responsibility.

T

1702WF67
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yoga-like positions. Together these actions result in a comprehensive full 
body treatment that promotes relief of muscular tension and stress, im-
provement of circulation, boosting of the immune system and increase 
in energy and flexibility. Its overall purpose, according to tradition, is to 
promote relaxation and healing of a person physically, emotionally and 
spiritually.

REFLEXOLOGY:
Reflexology involves the manipulation of nerve endings (reflexes) found 
in the palms of the hands and plantar surfaces of the feet that correlate 
with every organ and body part found within the 10 zones of the body. 
When performed by the personal touch of a Reflexologist, the manipu-
lation channels the energy and blood flow through each zone in order to 
promote balance, proper blood circulation and total relaxation through-
out the body. In addition to reflexology for relaxation and rejuvenation, 
the technique has been known to promote relief of allergy symptoms 
and maintenance of post-diet weight.

REIKI:
A technique that promotes stress reduction, relaxation and healing that 
has been practiced for thousands of years. It is a special kind of energy 
that can only be channelled by someone who has been “attuned” to it. 
Reiki technicians may either gently touch or their hands may hover over 
the receiver. As energies begin flowing automatically, the receiver has 
been known to enter a very calm, relaxed state and feel refreshed after 
the session. The unique quality of Reiki is that there may be a different 
experience with each session.
 
EAR CANDLING:
Ear Candling is an ancient method for removing wax and candida from 
the ear canal. It is a practice in which a hollow, all natural candle is 
stuck through a paper plate or aluminium pie tin and is inserted into the 
outer ear canal. As the end of the candle is lit, the combination of heat 
and suction draws waxes and toxins from the ear through a process 
called convection. Ear Candling is a therapeutic relaxation technique 
(releases blocked energy) since many pressure points and nerve end-
ings of the ear correlate to other parts of the body. It has been known to 
have an ancillary benefit of promoting sinus wellness and ear ache relief 
by cleansing the ear canal.

ACUPUNCTURE:
Acupuncture is an ancient medicine dating back thousands of years. 
Acupuncture works by inserting thin needles superficially into the skin 
to stimulate small wells of energy. These wells are acupuncture points 
and the energy itself is called Qi (pronounced ‘chee’). Qi flows through 
acupuncture points along channels or meridians. Qi is sometimes 
translated as life-force energy. It animates, informs and enlivens all 
living things. Natural cycles are disrupted if Qi is not flowing smoothly 
or abundantly and we become symptomatic disconnected or diseased. 
AdjustingQi with acupuncture encourages the body, mind and spirit 
back into balance and health. Acupuncture addresses each person 
individually and holistically and is as much a road to self-discovery as 
well as to healing.
 
GUIDED MEDITATION:
Meditation is the practice of sustained focus upon a sound, object, 
visual image, the breath, or movement to help individuals increase 
awareness of the present moment by promoting stress reduction and 
relaxation. During your first session, an assessment of your meditation 
experience and personal goals will be performed in order to determine 
the best and most appropriate meditation techniques for you. You will 

then be guided through a session that is tailored to meet your needs 
and goals. The purpose of your guided meditation may be to focus 
on a specific issue or goal or it may simply be instructive. Meditation 
has been known to clear up mental blockages that may be impeding 
personal growth and promote self-healing.
  
COMPREHENSIVE HOLISTIC ASSESSMENT:
Addressing a holistic (mind/body/spirit) approach to wellness chal-
lenges, the practitioner will consult with you to assess your current 
wellness status and lifestyle to determine the most appropriate support 
for improving your overall well-being. The initial 30 minute session will 
entail an overview of the practitioner’s services and discussion of your 
wellness issues. Based on this information, a more comprehensive as-
sessment will follow that incorporates your specific goals and needs and 
the development of an individualised holistic plan. Your holistic plan 
may involve homeopathy, herbal and nutritional supplements, yoga and 
meditation or other methods to promote healing and balance.

Desiree provides a few examples of recent successes the firm has 
experienced.

“Wellness Interactive builds strategic alliances to address the growing 
$3tn wellness industry and to support (CSR). We’re very proud to have 
a co-branding agreement with one of the top tea companies in the world 
“Palais de Thés” which is served in the Wellness Lounge. We’re also 
honoured to have our Wellness Lounge brand recognised as a “Safe 
Wellness Technology Zone” by The Sankofa Global technology program, 
an organisation that was included in President Obama’s STEM initiative 
program. We’re also dedicated to our strategic alliance with the GWI 
(Global Wellness Institute). Our involvement with the institute and con-
ference includes sponsoring research studies in the wellness industry 
and founding the ‘Women in Wellness Award’. This upcoming year the 
Wellness Lounge brand will be a fixture at GWI’s Global Wellness Sum-
mit. Wellness Interactive was honoured in March by CIANJ (Commerce 
Industry Association of New Jersey) “Companies Who Care” Award  in 
March for work in 2016.”

With regards to the future, Desiree foresees both opportunities and 
challenges ahead for the firm.

“The opportunity that is most present is the chance to accelerate the 
Wellness Lounge certification globally where companies can brand their 
social wellness experience. In addition, we’re looking to work with even 
more corporations to create and market their social wellness experience 
for employees to serve their clients well. Our challenge is conveying 
the need for corporations to go beyond corporate social responsibility 
and instead extend their commitment to harvesting community social 
responsibility.

“The opportunities in a growing $3.7tn Wellness Industry is to define 
a market share for social wellness. The challenges for the industry is 
workplace wellness and identifying the changes which are needed to 
keep up with the many women who are entering the workforce, as well 
as defining the needs for all employees under stressful work conditions.”

Company: Wellness Interactive Branding, LLC
Name: Desiree Watson  
Email: Dwatson@wellnessinteractive.net
Web Address: www.wellnessinteractive.com
Telephone: + 1 201 953 4476

mailto:Dwatson%40wellnessinteractive.net?subject=
http://www.wellnessinteractive.com
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HEALTH HIKE IN HARLEM
5K Walk-A-Thon

encourages
folks to exercise

BY JAY MWAMBA
SPECIAL TO THE NEWS

WHETHER YOU’RE taking part in the
Health Walk-A-Thon or just on a stroll in
Harlem’s Morningside Park on Aug. 23,
it’s unlikely you’ll miss the tent-covered,
calming, palm-lined lounge with oasis-like
surroundings set up by Wellness Interac-
tive for free massages and other relaxing
therapies.

This special treat by the nation’s lead-
ing wellness consulting firm will be part of
Harlem Week’s first annual 5K Health
Walk-A-Thon that will meander through
three historic uptown parks as part of an
initiative to combat obesity and diabetes.

Wellness Interactive’s lounge will cater
to visitors in Morningside Park from
8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Guests will learn about
and receive complementary and alterna-
tive health treatments, such as massage
therapy, aromatherapy, acupuncture and
the ancient Chinese technique of pres-
sure-point massage known as reflexology.

It will include a resource area with read-
ing material and educational tools, a
lounge where visitors can enjoy light or-

ganic food and drinks while waiting, and a
treatment area where professionals —
some of whom are from the community —
will demonstrate therapies such as cup-
ping, ear candling and do antioxidant
screening on volunteers.

The Harlem Week debut of South Or-
ange, N.J.-based Wellness Interactive is
perfectly in line with the celebration’s
theme for 2008: “The Health of Our Com-
munities Is Our Top Priority.”

“This is part of the health initiative to ed-
ucate the community on complementary
and alternative treatments, and we hope
that the experience is exceptional for peo-
ple that have never had a massage or re-

flexology,” said Desiree Watson, Wellness
Interactive’s president and CEO.

“We’ll have people check in for the
Walk-A-Thon, go in and get information
and try a treatment or massage.”

In addition, Wellness Interactive will
hold a seminar on how to use its brand-
new interactive portal —
www.wellnessinteractive.com — which
will be launched before the walk-a-thon.

The Web site will offer, among other
things, video and radio programming on
wellness, access to online communities on
health and wellness, and information
about herbs and supplements.

A recipient of the National Action Net-
work’s Woman of Excellence award,

Watson defines Wellness Interactive,
which she founded in 2000, as being “in
the business of wellness.”

Wellness Interactive’s original focus
was educational programming for women
and children. Today, it serves as a princi-
pal resource for corporations, organiza-
tions and professionals interested in devel-
oping and implementing educational pro-
grams that promote a wellness lifestyle.

Wellness Interactive also has partnered
with the national American Association of
Retired Persons (AARP) to bring the well-
ness lounge to people of all ages.

For information about Wellness Interac-
tive, call (973) 275-3868 or visit
www.wellnessinteractive.net.

BY LINDA TARRANT-REID
SPECIAL TO THE NEWS

STEP BY STEP AND inch by
inch, participants in Harlem
Week’s first annual Harlem 5K
Health Walk-A-Thon will stride
toward healthier, more active
lives on Aug. 23.

The 5K walk — organized with the
help of the New York Road Runners, the
city Parks and Recreation Department,
the NYC & Company tourism agency, lo-
cal hospitals and colleges — is part of the
Greater Harlem Chamber of Commerce’s
year-long Harlem Healthy Living initia-
tive to improve the health of Harlemites.

The 3.1-mile walk will kick off at 9 a.m.
from 110th St. and Manhattan Ave., and
end at Bradhurst Ave. and 151st. St.
Along the route, walkers will visit three
historic Harlem parks — Morningside
Park, St. Nicholas Park and Jackie Robin-
son Park — where the important message
of the Harlem Healthy Living initiative
will be echoed through health screenings

and other activities.
The walk is designed to combat obesi-

ty, promote exercise, educate the public
about organ donations. At all of the sites,
there will be health screenings provided
by the partner hospitals, voter registra-
tion, employment opportunities, live
radio broadcasts and cultural program-
ming.

“Each park has been adopted by at
least two hospitals,” said Lloyd Williams,
president and CEO of the Greater Harlem
Chamber of Commerce. “Our hospital
partners include Mount Sinai, St. Luke’s-
Roosevelt, the Ralph Lauren Cancer Cen-
ter, the College of Podiatric Medicine,
Harlem Hospital and the Hospital for Spe-

cial Surgery. And our college partners,
also located at the three parks, are: Co-
lumbia University, City College, Touro
College and the Borough of Manhattan
Community College.”

In addition to the health compo-
nents, there will be park rangers at
each city park who will guide visitors
on history-filled, educational walking
tours.

For information about the 5K
Health Walk-A-Thon, go to
harlemweek.com online. To register
for the walk, send e-mail to harlem-
walk@nyrr.org.

The event also will serve as a
fund-raiser for Harlem Week’s Har-
lem Healthy Living project. Visit
harlemhealthyeatingandliving.com
for information about the initia-
tive, registration and contribu-
tions.

Flyer for the first Harlem
Week Health-A-Thon 5K Walk.

Wellness Insitute will feature a Wellness Lounge in
Morningside Park, like the one it sponsored in
Atlanta in May.

2008

FOR EVENTS SCHEDULE, VISIT WWW.HARLEMWEEK.COM ONLINE

Taking the
edge off
with free
relaxation
therapies

Junior Ortez of the
American Associa-
tion of Retired
Persons gets
prepped for acu-
puncture treat-
ment at a Wellness
Lounge in Atlanta.
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BY HERB BOYD
SPECIAL TO THE NEWS

ECONOMICS IS THE BASE of a society,
and no group is more aware of this fact
than the Greater Harlem Chamber of Com-
merce (GHCC). That’s one of the reasons
it devotes considerable time and attention
to this during Harlem Week with its annu-
al New York City Economic Development
Conference today at Columbia University.

Building on the overall 2008 Har-
lem Week theme, “The Health of
Our Communities is Our Top Pri-
ority,” this year’s Economic De-
velopment Conference theme
is “The Economic Impact of
Our Nation’s Health Crisis.”

“Although there’s no ques-
tion that Harlem is experienc-
ing a major economic renais-
sance in housing, retail, tour-
ism, commercial, entertainment
and education,” said Lloyd Williams,
President and CEO of the GHCC, “our fo-
cus at the conference is on the economic
impact of our nation’s health crisis as it re-
lates directly to the health of Americans.

“Even today, as we talk about the
growth of our community, there is an in-
creasingly economic disparity in the
health of our residents.”

These and other health issues will be
discussed by a panel of experts during a
special seminar at the Economic Develop-
ment Conference today. In addition to the
health seminar, there will be indoor and
outdoor health and business expos — with
the indoor event looking at upper Manhat-

tan real estate, health and educational de-
velopments, and the outdoor session focus-
ing on “Healthy Eating and Living.”

Williams said that more Harlem resi-
dents are receiving poor health care, and
this has a negative impact on the commu-
nity’s businesses.

“Our employees are sicker for longer pe-
riods of time, and the cost of health care is
increasing at an alarming rate per per-

son,” he said. “Simply stated, the vast
majority of Harlemites can no

longer afford nor do they re-
ceive quality health care, and
this is even more troubling to
our children and community
elders.”

Karl Rodney, publisher of
the New York Carib News

newspaper, says efforts like
the wide-ranging Harlem

Healthy Living project and the
Economic Development Conference

are necessary tools for improving the lives
of area residents.

“I totally support Harlem Week and the
health initiative launched by the GHCC,
because there is a critical need for a holis-
tic approach to the multitude of problems
that ail our underserved communities,”
said Rodney.

“There is a direct relationship between
the economic disparity we’re encounter-
ing and the lack of quality health care in
Harlem, and the conference is a decisive
step toward finding solutions to these
pressing problems.”

Artist’s rendtion of the new
Museum for African Art (in-
set), which will be at Fifth
Ave. and 110th St. in Harlem.
It’s just one of many projects
coming uptown. Photo by
Hayden Roger Celestin

HEALTH’S ON THE AGENDA
Greater Harlem Chamber of Commerce holding economic conference at Columbia U today

Touro College is an equal opportunity institution

. NY locations: Manhattan, Brooklyn, Queens

. Services: Academic Counseling, Tutoring, Financial Aid for qualified students

. Committed, experienced faculty

. Attention you deserve

. Schedules that fit any life situation

Graduate and Professional Programs at Touro College
• Law • Business Management • Mental Health Counseling
• Education and Psychology • Social Work
• Instructional Technology • Information Systems

• Business Management and Administration • Human Services
• Health Sciences • Psychology • Liberal Arts and Sciences
• Social Sciences • Computer Science • Desktop and Web Publishing

NYSCAS - New York School of Career and Applied Studies, a division of Touro College

Bachelor of Science/Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine
Science Honors Track | 212.463.0400 x440

a 7 year program leading to B.S./D.O. Degree at NYSCAS division of Touro
College and Touro College of Osteopathic Medicine

Other Professional Opportunities
• Pre-Law • Pre-Medical • Pre-Dental

DMX - Digital Media Arts | Certificate Program | 212.463.0400 x588

GET YOUR ASSOCIATE OR BACHELOR DEGREE IN:

Uptown | 240 East 123rd Street | 212.722.1575 x101
Midtown | 27-33 West 23rd Street | 212.463.0400 x500

www.touro.edu/nyscas

Other sites are located in Brooklyn and Queens
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Dedication’s 
What You Need

tanbic IBTC is a leading provider of integrated financial 
services, pensions and wealth management products and 
services. Stanbic IBTC Pension Managers Limited was 
incorporated as the Government of Nigeria reformed the 

pensions industry in 2004. 

Stanbic IBTC Pension Managers is a subsidiary of Stanbic IBTC Hold-
ings (SIBTCH), a leading end to end financial services provider in Nige-
ria. SIBTCH is a member of Standard Bank Group, Africa’s 154-year-old 
and largest financial services group by assets, with operations in 20 
countries on the continent and key markets around the world. Eric 
begins by telling us about the firm’s important market share and their 
dedicated team of people and technology driven service processes.

“From being a pioneer in its industry, Stanbic IBTC Pension Managers 
quickly became the largest pension fund administrator and currently 
maintains the lead with assets under management in excess of N1.88 
trillion, which accounts for a market share of 31%; and with over 1.5 
million customers, has over 20% market share of retirement savings 
account holders. 

“Stanbic IBTC Pension Managers has been able to achieve this 
through its dedicated people, integrated and technology driven service 
processes, nearness to customers with both physical and electronic 
channels while ensuring their financial security through best practices 
and transparency.  

“The company demonstrates its credibility by delivering competitive 
investment returns and by paying its current book of 44,000 retirees 
timely. Cumulatively, it has disbursed over N261 billion to retirees since 
commencing operations in 2006 and continues to do so with a monthly 
pay-out of N1.8 billion.”

In just over 10 years of operations, Stanbic IBTC Pension Managers 
maintains a strong financial standing and has grown its shareholders’ 
funds by more than 8 times its regulatory capital requirement of N1 
billion to N8 billion, as of the end of 2016 Eric highlights. “The organ-
isation’s success is underlined by deep understanding of local needs, 
driven by a vast pool of talented and experienced personnel” Eric adds.

This has seen the company win several nominations and awards, the 
most recent being:
• The European Global Banking and Finance Awards 2016;
• Pension Fund Administrator of the Year;
• 2016 Africa Pension Awards and;
• Award for the best use of ICT for Excellent Customer Service deliv-

ery at the World Pension Summit (Africa Special).

“Stanbic IBTC Pension Managers has had many firsts in the Nigeria 
pensions industry and will continue to reinvent itself by expanding the 
horizon, providing thought leadership and maintaining nimbleness 
where it concerns its target customers” Eric concludes.

Company: Stanbic IBTC Pension Managers Limited
Name: Eric Fajemisin, Chief Executive
Email: pensionsolutions@stanbicibtc.com
Web Address: www.stanbicibtc.com
Telephone: 0700 2255 782 6282

Fund Manager Elite 2017 - Nigeria award winner, Stanbic IBTC Pension Managers Limited, is a 
licensed Pension Fund Administrator (PFA) in Nigeria. We interviewed the firm’s Chief Executive 
Eric Fajemisin to find out more about the firm, which comes from a rich heritage in banking, wealth 

management and investment services.

S
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“The organisation’s success 
is underlined by deep 
understanding of local 
needs, driven by a vast pool 
of talented and experienced 
personnel” 

mailto:pensionsolutions%40stanbicibtc.com?subject=
http://www.stanbicibtc.com
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A Well-Bonded Team

s multi-sector, fixed income managers since the early 
1990’s, Newfleet has long believed that the most efficient 
way to produce excess returns in the bond market is 
through active sector rotation and superior security selec-

tion, combined with disciplined risk management.

Newfleet leverages the knowledge and skill of a team of investment 
professionals with expertise in every sector of the bond market, including 
evolving, specialized, and out-of-favour sectors. The team employs active 
sector rotation based on their relative value assessment, combined with 
disciplined risk management in constructing their multi-sector portfolios. 

Newfleet’s sector expertise has also enabled them to build dedicated 
portfolios in high yield, bank loans, flexible credit, opportunistic credit, 
and municipal bond strategies as they are committed to delivering 
a comprehensive array of portfolios that meet investor needs in an 
ever-changing global market.

Located in Hartford, Conn., Newfleet is an $12 billion fixed income 
asset manager led by CIO and President, David Albrycht, CFA. Mr. 
Albrycht has managed multi-sector portfolios for nearly 25 years and is 
recognized by industry groups as a leading multi-sector fixed income 
strategist. He is supported by 36 investment professionals, fourteen of 
whom have worked with Mr. Albrycht for an average of 20 years. 

Newfleet’s longstanding, proven and repeatable investment process is 
built on collaboration. The team oriented, collegial atmosphere at New-
fleet has been a major factor in their funds being recipients of 21 Lipper 
analytical certificates in the United States. Their process is time tested 
and repeatable, while years of working together have fostered good 
collaboration and communication among their investment professionals.  
Their size works to their advantage as well.  Newfleet is large enough to 
maintain strong relationships with Wall Street, but small enough to be 
nimble in their trades and able to participate in a wide range of invest-
ment opportunities.

Historically, Newfleet’s relative value approach to fixed income investing 
has allowed them to quickly identify and invest in newer opportunities 
and allocate resources to their coverage where appropriate. They were 
early entrants to Commercial Mortgage-Backed Securities in the early 
1990s, Brady Bonds in the mid-1990s, and Bank Loans in the early 
2000s. More recently, they have enhanced and built out their distressed 
debt capabilities for their more aggressive mandates in order for these 
strategies to benefit from the eventual turn in the credit cycle. 

Sector specialists at Newfleet Asset Management have responsibility 
for their respective areas of expertise, which include investment grade, 
high yield, bank loans, foreign corporates, sovereigns, non-U.S. dollar, 

securitized product, and municipals. Sector specialists provide insight 
into their specific sectors and assess the relative value of all sectors 
within the bond market on the basis of qualitative, quantitative, and 
supply/demand factors.  

Team meetings are held daily and monthly such that all sector specialists 
have an ongoing opportunity to hear views from other specialists that 
may have some bearing on their area of coverage. Every day, the portfolio 
managers, sector specialists, and traders meet to update one another on 
the latest developments and to share information on upcoming deals. In 
addition to daily informal interaction, the broader Newfleet team has eight 
regularly scheduled team meetings on a monthly and quarterly basis.

Analysts are primarily responsible for fundamental analysis on securities 
within their area of expertise. Analysts often double as sector specialists 
or sector portfolio managers, exercising selection authority over their as-
signed area of coverage. Sector specialists and analysts drive the invest-
ment process through their fundamental research and highly developed 
insights into the market environment and overall sector “context.”

Newfleet believes they have a number of competitive advantages in 
ways that can add value to their clients. Among them are, key members 
of the team and essential aspects of their process have been in place 
for more than 20 years. Portfolio managers do not operate in silos, col-
laboration and communication is key to generating significant “give and 
take” amongst the team.  Newfleet believes their investment philosophy 
will continue to be successful in the future due to the way their active 
sector rotation, based on relative value, and rigorous credit analysis has 
been able to screen out intriguing opportunities in all types of market 
environments.

Newfleet’s strategies are offered globally through a number of different 
investment vehicles.  In addition to U.S. distributed mutual funds, ETFs, 
and closed-end funds, Newfleet’s strategies are available for investment 
through separately managed accounts, UCITS, and commingled pools. 

For more information on Newfleet and its products, please visit www.
newfleet.com or contact Newfleet COO, Mike Sollicito, at michael.
sollicito@newfleet.com.

Company: Newfleet Asset Management, LLC
Name: David Albrycht, CFA
CIO & President
Web Address: www.newfleet.com
Address: 100 Pearl Street
Hartford, Connecticut 06103
Telephone: +1 877 332 8172

Newfleet Asset Management is proud of its selection as part of the 2017 Asset Management Awards 
in the exclusive United States category. Newfleet views this recognition as further validation of its 

longstanding investment philosophy and process.

A
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Top Notch IR/PR 
/Marketing Services 
at the Lowest Prices

ristine Advisers can be described as an investor relations, 
public relations, media relations and marketing firm. Yes, 
that can initially make them sound like they are all over the 
place, but it is true to say they did not start out that way. 

Indeed, the firm evolved this way out of a need for their clients. The firm 
are in essence a once-stop-shop for businesses. 

They help spread your ‘message’ to the audiences that matter most to 
you — investors, analysts, brokers, customers and media — and they 
put together a constant program that helps the firm to continuously 
market you to the world whereby making your business a household 
name to your proper audience. Patricia then elaborates on what Pristine 
Advisers does.

“Too often we were working with a firm in one aspect – and they were 
outsourcing various jobs to various companies – whether it be one firm 
for IR, one firm for PR, one firm for media, one for marketing, one for 
website and design, another for event planning, etc. We found that not 
only was that costing the firms immense money to pay various different 
firms, but there was so much getting lost in translation along the way.  

“As the IR person was delivering one message, the PR person was 
delivering something else, and the marketing person was delivering 
something else, and the web designer really was a tech person who 
did not fully understand the product to know where on the site things 
should go, and it was quite a messy situation for us to be in. However, 
we took a step back and realized how much money was being wasted 
on such a variety of mixed messages that never really added up to the 
core message of the company as a whole.  

“We then spoke with our clients, and brought the services all in house 
– hiring the best of each service we offer.  It was not that we wanted to 
sounds like we do so many things — we felt there was a very dire need 
for it to be under one roof, and in the end – it not only created a better, 
clearer picture for the clients – but it saved them tons of money as well 
by now only having to pay one firm instead of 3-4-5 different firms.”

2017 International Business Excellence – USA
Patricia then tells us that it is quite an honor to be a part pf the 2017 In-
ternational Business Excellence – USA awards. While the firm has won 
many awards through the years, she believes it is always touching and 
inspiring to know that Pristine Advisers are recognized for the hard work 
that they do for their clients. The firm is not all about ‘what can we get 
from this client’, but they are more concerned with, ‘what else can we 
do for our client’ which is what sets them apart from their peers. Patricia 
then tell us more about winning this award in her own words.

“I am overjoyed that this award shines on us and recognizes us for our 
dedication and expertise. The award means that we are noticed, and 
that means a lot.  It is easy to get caught up in the hustle and bustle of 
work and never really see that we are recognized and appreciated for 
our work. 

“Especially since we are working continuously every day on our clients – 
helping them to shine - that we never really SEE ourselves in the mix, so 
when others do and point that out to us - it really melts my hearth and 
lets myself and my staff know that we are noticed and appreciated for 
what we do.  That also helps our clients realize that they are in the best 
possible hands as well. If others can see and recognize all that ‘we’ are 
doing in general — well of course everyone can then see all that we are 
doing FOR THEM which is indeed our overall goal. Ensuring they are 
noticed and placed in front of the audiences that matter most to them.”

Patricia then explains more about her own very interesting role at Pris-
tine Advisers. Unlike some of her peers, Patricia’s role on top of running 
the company, is being hands on for the clients. Unlike some other firms 
– they do not hire college students and charge clients’ top dollars while 
students are doing all the work – so that they can earn their college 
credits on the client’s time and dime. Pristine Advisers has not won so 
many industry awards by doing that. They have not gotten clients in top 
tier financial press and television by doing that, Patricia explains, adding 
that the firm hasn’t had clients follow Pristine Advisers through three 
different firms in that manner.

2017 International Business Excellence – USA award winner Pristine Advisers is an investor relations, 
public relations, media relations and marketing firm based in Farmingdale, New York. We caught up 
with Patricia Baronowski who tells us more about the firm, her thoughts in winning this prestigious 

award and her hopes for the future.

P
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“Every one of our client managers are top-rated, with over a decade of 
experience each. I get deep down and dirty when dealing with clients 
work myself. I stand and manage information booths at events, I travel 
around the world with clients introducing them to investors, analysts, 
brokers and media. I put together kit materials and marketing materials 
for clients, running to and from the post office to ensure information 
is received and sent to the appropriate parties. I organize lunches and 
events and attend as needed.  

“No job is over my head or beneath me — I do not believe in that. I 
do whatever is necessary for every client of mine – and treat each job 
as my own – because at the end of the day – my job depends on it 
and their businesses do as well. I also am on top of every event, every 
webinar, every conference, every news topic, etc not only for my client’s 
needs but for Pristine Advisers as well. I want to ensure we are con-
stantly on top of our game.  

“Do we know all of the new rules and laws? Do we know the latest 
technology? Do we know what others are doing and why? Should we 
be doing that? Why and why not? What can we be doing better? Do we 
know every angle and why/why not we should go that route? My days 
are a continuous flow of learning and exploring every possible thing we 
can do for us and our clients, ensuring we not only know what needs to 
be done and how it needs to be done, but what we should be doing and 
why we shouldn’t be doing it.  

“I like to have answers to everything before questions are asked…this is 
what helps us stand above many of our peers but also keeps us on top 
of our game. Knowing why we should or should not be doing something 
is fundamental to a client’s success.”  

Patricia then turns her thoughts to specific challenges for Pristine 
Advisers specific to their jurisdiction. Since they are an outside agency, 
it is not their job to tell businesses how to run their business, so the firm 
can only advise others on how they should do this and what they should 
be saying and doing. Patricia expands on this point.

“We know the investment community and what they seek and how they 
function, as well as laws and compliance rules - so we are on a constant 
hamster wheel moving forward keeping up with everything to ensure 
we are doing all that we can for our clients – but a challenge is for a 
company to believe us and allow us to do our job successfully.  

“We can give the greatest advise but if they do not wish to do things 
the way we recommend and advise – then things may not work out the 

way we hope. We have been in the industry for over 30 years and know 
this like the back of our hands….and trusting us (even though we are 
outside) is key and fundamental to a successful program. Our stellar 
reputation and client accolades speak to the success of our programs”, 
Patricia continues, before outlining her insights into the profession she 
is a part of and the areas of her work that interest her the most.

“I believe the fact that every day is a new story is what excites me the 
most. Unlike some jobs where you do the same thing every single day 
– and it tends to get boring — here in our business every single day is 
different. I literally have no idea what my day has in store for me until 
I turn on my email in the morning. There are constantly new challeng-
es, new events, new technologies, new news, etc, and every day is a 
learning day – where we are constantly learning new things, new ways 
of doing things, how best to position our clients, etc. It keeps things 
from getting boring and mundane – and also keeps things fresh and 
challenging which helps to keep us on our toes.”

With such a positive and enthusiastic approach to her work, this is no 
doubt an indication of Patricia’s goals for 2017, which are to grow the 
company and expand their client base and staff members. Pristine 
Advisers represents companies of all shapes and sizes across the 
globe. For some odd reason, they are well known in the closed-end 
fund space, however, closed-end funds/CEFs are not all that the firm 
represent.  

“We work with companies, authors, businesses, ETFs, hedge funds, 
CEFs, MLPs, BDCs, REITs, etc. etc. and ensuring that everyone knows 
that and comes to us to assist them is my goal. We have been working 
with businesses of all sizes and locations for decades already and 
ensuring that is known to everyone is key for us” Patricia goes on to 
explain before offering her closing thoughts about the challenges she 
has to look forward to in the future.

“I believe once the world knows that we represent so many businesses, 
the biggest challenge again is for businesses to allow us to proceed as 
we see fit for them. Our goal is to place them #1 in the eyes of the world 
and to introduce them to key influencers. Keeping on top of technology 
and programs is also key as these are constantly changing and we need 
to ensure we stay ahead of the curve for our clients. Many times, it is 
challenging for people to break out of their comfort zone, but doing 
so can open up the doors for their success. It is human nature to be 
nervous to try something new. But that is what will help set them apart 
from the competition.

“Pristine Advisers has been doing this line of work for three decades 
now. While we may not be known to ‘everyone’, we can assure you that 
we are known by those that matter to you. Investors, analysts, brokers, 
media — they all know us and respect us and follow us. We are experts 
in our field – we stand above our peers – we offer top notch service at 
the lowest prices out there. Let us prove ourselves to you. You will not 
be disappointed.”

Company: Pristine Advisers
Name: Patricia Baronowski
Email: pbaronowski@pristineadvisers.com
Web Address: www.pristineadvisers.com
Address: 8 Walnut Ave E, Farmingdale, New York, NY 11735 
Telephone: +1 631 756 2486

“I am overjoyed that this 
award shines on us and 
recognizes us for our dedication 
and expertise. The award 
means that we are noticed, and 
that means a lot.”

mailto:pbaronowski%40pristineadvisers.com?subject=
http://www.pristineadvisers.com
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Give Your Dreams Direction

AP Financial has been helping clients navigate complex 
financial markets since 2001 and from those very early days 
their business has evolved primarily through client recom-
mendations. Based in Liphook and with offices in London, 

they provide impartial, unbiased and objective independent financial 
advice, with a view to protecting and enhancing their client’s wealth and 
sense of well-being. 

Their qualified independent advisers cover the whole financial services 
market. Whether clients are seeking to build an investment portfolio, 
creating a tax-efficient retirement strategy or simply looking for a better 
mortgage deal, the firm has the expertise to provide the answer. Andrew 
goes on to detail the role of technology, the importance of long-term 
client relationships and the firm’s undoubted expertise in their field.

“At MAP, Financial our highly skilled adviser’s use state of the art 
technology, enabling us to help our clients meet their financial needs 
and objectives in the most cost effective way. This is important because 
there are literally thousands of different options available and our 
clients tell us that they want to be certain that any investment, pension, 
mortgage, healthcare, or insurance recommendations that we present 
for consideration are the most appropriate to their individual needs. In 
other words, recommendations that are totally in our client’s interests - 
not someone else’s. 

“The foundation of the service MAP Financial provides to our clients is 
built on developing a long-term, personal relationship that enables us 
over time, to recommend the appropriate adjustments required to our 
clients financial planning strategies as events inevitably change. Our ap-
proach is simple, we aim to create strategies and structures that enable 
our clients to protect their wealth and attain financial independence, 
giving them the financial freedom to eventually work through choice and 
not necessity. 

“MAP Financial has a wealth of experience in the areas of financial 
planning and wealth management and provides clients with a com-
prehensive service designed to create a bespoke financial planning 
strategy.”

Finest in Finance 2017 – UK award
On winning the Finest in Finance 2017 – UK award, having been 
in business for over 16 years, Andrew believes that to be regularly 
recognised by their peers as a leader in localised financial planning is a 
real boost to the firm’s morale. MAP Financial regularly receives client 
testimonial and commendation, but to be recognised by an indepen-
dent organisation adds significant validation to their structured and 
personal service he believes.

“We’ve been fortunate enough to win several awards over recent years. 
This latest award is certainly one of the most prestigious. We are so 
proud to be recognised and we hope that our clients feel as good as we 
do that they are part of our success” Andrew adds, before detailing the 
firm’s expertise and experience in the finance sector.

“Whilst we are a relatively small firm, we have a combined ‘experience’ 
of over 200 years. As such, we’ve seen all manner of financial queries, 
investment peaks and troughs, interest rate anomalies etc. etc. We are 
a close-knit team and we all have our own ‘specialist’ areas. That means 
that there’s rarely a situation or problem that’s not been seen, inves-
tigated and solved before. Our clients feel extremely safe and secure 
because of our overall experience and level of professionalism.”

MAP Financial has been trading for over 16 years. During that time, 
they’ve never had an ‘investment’ complaint. Given the number of 
complaints that seem to surround the industry today, MAP Financial 
are proud of the fact that they consistently provide the type of service 
that not only keeps clients happy, but also keeps the firm’s personal 
recommendations flowing. 

Andrew says that they see too many firms that just want to make an 
initial ‘sale’. MAP Financials’ differentiator is in the on-going work they 
do with their clients he believes, before offering his thoughts on how 
the firm approaches their clients and ensures they receive nothing but 
excellence service.

“We regularly ask for feedback on what we do and how we do it. Our 
clients are like family to us. We encourage two-way communication. If 
we do something that our clients don’t value, we change it. The testimo-
nials we receive are evidence of our first-class service.”

Andrew’s role is an important one because he is MD of the firm. He 
runs the firm on a day to day basis, as well as looking after his own val-
ued clients. His days are usual a mixture between running the business, 
advising clients and concentrating on his own personal development. 
He has an impressive track record, having worked in the industry since 
1984, originally starting as one of ‘The Men from the Pru’. Leaving Pru-
dential in 1998, he moved to Allied Dunbar and when he left in 2001, 
he became a senior group manager. He went on to form MAP Financial 
Ltd in 2001. He concludes by offering his views on the role the staff 
play in the success of the firm he has headed up for 16 years.

“We simply couldn’t function the way we do without our excellent 
support team. They provide us with the information we need to keep 
our advice process slick and professional. We’ve recently recruited 2 
‘apprentices’ and I fully believe these young people will be the future of 
our great industry.

MAP Financial is a firm of independent financial advisers and mortgage brokers, specialising in the 
management of investment portfolios and pensions. We interviewed the firm’s Director Andrew Pople 

to discover more following their success in winning the Finest in Finance 2017 – UK award.
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“We want to continue to deliver excellent service and 
advice to our clients. We are only successful if our clients 
continue to want to use our services. We have a ‘mantra’ 
which is: ‘If can’t make you money, save you money or 
leave you better informed, we’ve failed.’  So far, we’ve 
not failed!

Our Business Purpose can be summarised as follows: 
We will help you: Have an achievable Financial 
Plan and, Take the pain out of complex financial 
decisions, So, you have peace of mind and more 
confidence about your financial future.

Company: MAP Financial Ltd  
(Independent Financial Advisers  
and Mortgage Brokers)
Name: Andrew Pople, Director
Email: ap@mapfinancial.co.uk
Web Address: www.mapfinancial.co.uk
Address: Midhurst Road Chambers, 2a 
Midhurst Road, Liphook, Hants GU30 7ED
Telephone: +44 (0)330 3300013
Please Note; we also offer Estate Plan-
ning Services via our sister Company, 
Map Financial Estate Planning Ltd 
(www.mapfinancial-eps.co.uk).

mailto:ap%40mapfinancial.co.uk?subject=
http://www.mapfinancial.co.uk
http://www.mapfinancial-eps.co.uk
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A Wealth of 
Specialist Services

CA Asset Management is an innovative alternative boutique 
asset management firm. Established in Geneva in 2011, it is 
a fast-growing company, currently providing four compli-
mentary activities: wealth management; corporate finance; 

family office and fund support services.

The firm was established to bear in mind any forthcoming regulatory 
changes and evolving client needs over the long term (i.e. greater 
efficiency, higher service levels, global banking and choice of services). 
The business was structured from a risk management perspective, 
rather than the usual business model adopted by EAMs of just pooling 
assets. This model brings a long-term perspective for both internal and 
external clients, enabling the company to grow continuously. 

Ludovic Bonnamour is the managing director and partner of TCA Asset 
Management, a Swiss-based advisory boutique specialising in fund 
support services, wealth management and corporate finance. In his own 
words, Ludovic tells us more about his own role in the firm.

My role is to build and to develop the company as an overall (from 
the business activities to the CFO duties), so I am involved in global 
management and business development when assisting the team and 
our specialists in the day to day business for servicing clients. “I have 
worked 14 years in finance and be able to acquire skills and knowledge 
from international companies such as Allianz and HSBC in several func-
tions from risk management to advisory services, and alongside internal 
and external clients in retail banking, private banking and corporate 
banking activities. Specialising in alternative investments as well as in 
quantitative fields, I worked in the hedge funds industry, credit advisory, 
portfolio leverage analysis, Basel regulatory capital requirements and 
lending activities, while liaising with group offices before developing new 
services from TCA Asset Management since 2011.”

Opportunities and challenges for the industry 
The firms in Switzerland and abroad recently recovered from the global 
heavy consecutive financial crisis of the last ten years, that impacted not 
only the financial markets, but also the real economy Ludovic highlights.

“That highlighted clear shifts in strategy for lots of countries, govern-
ments and companies, working on new kind of technologies, new types 
of income streams while sometimes venturing into completely new 
approaches” he went on to say.

“Switzerland is now for a while, very well recognised for its manufac-
turing industry, for the chemical and pharmaceutical industry, as well 
as for its knowhow in terms of financial centre. Switzerland is for a long 
time recognised for its stability, universality, responsibility and excel-
lence with proven methods and reliability” Ludovic continues.

First Triggered by the 2008/2009 crisis and the subsequent sovereign 
debt crisis, the last five years have had an impact on the local financial 
market environment in Switzerland and its wealth management industry 
Ludovic believes. This includes solving the problems of the past with 
taxation and transparency, adopting international standards, bringing 
market access in the EU and compatibility of products and improving 
the competitiveness framework conditions.

“The authority started to strengthen professionalism and regulatory 
requirements for managing financial assets and financial companies. At 
the same time, due to higher costs, sometimes decrease of profitability 
or even legal constraints, banks merged or closed, therefore the number 
of actors continuously decreased by more than 20% over the last twelve 
years (338 in 2004 and 266 in 2015 – source SNB).

“The private banking industry in Switzerland (in numbers) is today 
represented by 266 institutions and more than 2400 independent firms 
(from 1 to 15 employees), so that is nearly 90% of the financial actors. 
Independent actors so called ‘External Asset Managers’ (EAMs) manage 
clients’ assets through banks (custody and brokerage services) with a 
portfolio management approach based on an advisory or a discretionary 
mandate on behalf of clients. 

“Nowadays, CHF 6567 billion are managed in Switzerland through 
banks - 50% of these assets are originated from abroad (recognised 
expertise by the international clients) - and this corresponds to a market 
share of 25.0% of the global cross-border asset management business 
placing Switzerland n°1.” (source SwissBanking.org)

Having worked in the field for more than 14 years, created an EAM multi 
boutique asset management firm, developed a cross selling approach 
with four activities, developed a large network of partners, banks, inves-
tors and clients in Switzerland and abroad, Ludovic can attest of a real 
need of services and a real opportunity to gather market shares. 

TCA Asset Management is a specialised investment boutique, established in Geneva during 2011. 
Managing Director Ludovic Bonnamour discusses the firm’s work, following their success in achieving 
the accolade of the Most Outstanding Investment Advisory Firm – Switzerland, as part of the Fund 

Manager Elite 2017 series.
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“A good part of EAMs are now too small for being able to survive (1 to 3 
people), offer only one expertise (portfolio management without advisory 
services or CIO), express difficulties in bringing transparent solutions 
and value added to their clients. On top of all this, a vast majority of 
these actors are turning or have turned 55/65 years old and there-
fore do not want to build new teams and services. These investment 
boutiques cannot afford to hire senior investment specialists dedicated 
to macro research and products. They finally must pay external services 
such as our “CIO Office Solution” for getting access to a professional 
advisory and investment committee services”

“Surprisingly, each crisis has helped our firm to increase both its 
reputation and simultaneously its revenues. Due to a lack of credit in 
the market following the credit crunch, and based on the team expertise 
-we have developed an offer around corporate needs that has met 
people’s needs, the Bernie Maddoff story helped us to develop the fund 
support activities due to a need of transparency, a third-party monitoring 
and credibility from a recognised external team.” 

“Moreover, the private banks themselves are indirectly helping us to de-
velop businesses through their changing employment policies (reduced 
job security, constantly increasing pressure and decreasing rewards) 
and also their approach towards their clients (arbitrarily closing bank 
accounts of smaller clients in order to manage fewer relationships). We 
now talk about externalisation and independency from banks.”

Ludovic concludes that clients are more and more comparing ser-
vices, looking for fee transparency, alignment of interests and open 
architecture while talking about investments and custodians. Our 
company has evolved since its inception in 2011 and developed several 
complimentary activities that led to several well-deserved awards and 
recognitions from peers based on this long-term approach.

Company: TCA Asset Management
Name: Ludovic Bonnamour - Managing Director
Email: contact@TCA-AM.com
Web Address: www.tca-am.com
Address : Rue du Port 8/10, 1204 Geneva, Switzerland 
Telephone: +41 (0)22 566 5250

mailto:contact%40TCA-AM.com?subject=
http://www.tca-am.com
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Entering New Markets

he ITC Partnership operates on two levels; with contractual 
mandates from individual businesses wanting access to 
our platform for growth and ‘strategic’ relationships with 
corporate partners wanting to use the ITC Partnership as an 

additional distribution channel. The ITC Partnership is incorporated in 
the UK but with an additional country office in Dublin. The organisation 
is under the direction of a managing partner, based in the UK, who has 
two UK country directors and one Republic of Ireland country director 
reporting directly to him. Each country director then has a number 
of partners that he is responsible for in ensuring that the necessary 
resources are available for each partner to complete his business to the 
satisfaction of the clients.

The ITC Partnership’s strength is more than merely the sum of the ac-
cumulated years of each partner’s skills and qualifications because we 
work as a team across a range of operational functions and industries, 
enabling us to bridge gaps that a more discrete consultancy might en-
counter. The ITC Partnership is pledged to be sympathetic to the way in 
which our services are remunerated because we are collectively mindful 
of the pressures placed on the resources of businesses particularly 
when entering new markets. This is the most basic and fundamental 
difference with consulting practices in general – flexibility is our key.

The ITC Partnership, per se, has been in existence for two years although 
the partners have known each other for much longer. Our working meth-
odology is borne out of our combined experiences of the most appropri-
ate way to encourage companies seeking growth in new markets. 

Generally, when working with overseas clients wanting to introduce 
products and services to the UK and Ireland, the ITC Partnership will 
commit to providing a significant amount of analysis of the prospect and 
opportunity including recommendations on the most appropriate routes 
to market as well as marketing and logistical advice. 

Similarly, with UK businesses seeking expansion abroad. With a net-
work of entrepreneurial contacts in Europe, Africa and the US the ITC 
Partnership is well placed to provide knowledge and experience for the 
benefit of our clients across many geographical borders.

The ITC Partnership is also closely aligned with important ‘strategic’ 
partners chosen to achieve definite and observable advantages for our 
clients. The longest established strategic relationship is with the UK’s 
most successful independent card processing business called CPRAS. 
Having initially cooperated in recommending CPRAS to a host of 
businesses that might profit from lower merchant acquirer charges, we 
are now deeply embedded in a huge EU Framework initiative to extend 
CPRAS’ unique service to 460 or so local & District Councils in the UK 

and Ireland. This has radical implications for cash-strapped authorities. 
CPRAS is at the forefront of developing product as an alternative to the 
sometimes-usurious rates charged by existing card providers. 

Moreover, this work has led to some startling revelations about the 
levels of compliance with data protection legislation in the ‘plastic card’ 
industry throughout the UK and Ireland. Clearly, this has ramifications 
in many other areas of the world and this we are investigating.

The ITC Partnership has similar agreements in place to recommend 
and promote the services of WorldWide Currencies and BBX, the Bank 
of Spare Capacity. These strategic partnerships are as much to do with 
being able to improve margins by reducing the operating costs of our cli-
ents as they are to do with providing an additional distribution channel.

The ITC Partnership works with a broad range of clients across a 
variety of industries. Currently, we are contracted to working with three 
established Italian companies; one in the skin care sector and the other 
two include an Italian ‘champagne’ and a blousy red-wine. The ‘cham-
pagne’ was recently identified by Gino D’Acampo on television. These 
three companies are wanting to introduce their products into the UK, 
one of the world’s most discerning consumer markets and success will 
set them up for other markets where the ITC Partnership will provide 
additional consultation. 

Furthermore, we are advising an African skin-care enterprise that uses 
wholly natural indigenously sourced African Baobab oil, to manufacture 
wonderful creams for darker skins. In each instance, the ITC Partner-
ship has allocated a suitably qualified Partner to manage the analysis of 
opportunity and describe the advised routes to market. 

With the plans agreed by all parties, the ITC Partnership then arranges 
the formal meetings with the chief buyers of the product categories 
at the desired department store group, national retail chain, regional 
group or whichever route is preferred. For those having never attempted 
a product introduction to these retail outlets the prospect can be very 
daunting and extremely tedious and protracted – it can take more than 
a year. The ITC Partnership uses its extensive experience to make this 
a less onerous task for the client, significantly reducing the time it takes 
to get such important appointments. This is a major component of our 
success – knowing how the system works. 

The ITC Partnership is also working with a UK based text-messaging 
business that wants a greater exposure to Africa, a UK Building com-
ponents business wanting access to the UAE, several Irish businesses 
looking to gain greater traction in Europe and an accounting software & 
ERP platform.

The ITC Partnership is a corporation of partners from a variety of professional backgrounds and 
nationalities that provide a multitude of commercial services to their clients as this article from the 

firm’s Alan Carvell explores.
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Challenges for the ITC Partnership in the coming year are 
very much a microcosm of the challenges facing business 
as a whole and success will be defined by our ability to 
deal with them. Arguably, the obverse of a challenge is an 
opportunity and that is one way of looking at Brexit and 
the depreciation of sterling. 

As a business, the ITC Partnership is expecting to grow 
organically by appointing additional country directors 
and partners in countries seen to be material to the ITC 
Partnership’s objectives. But this is also a crucial and 
important factor in offering our mandated clients and 
‘strategic’ partners the opportunity to take their businesses 
to other markets. In this way, the ITC Partnership is a true 
partnership.

Company: International Trade Community Partnership LLP
Name: Alan Carvell 
Email: alan.carvell@itcpartnership.com
Web Address: www.itcpartnership.com
Address:  Breakspear Park, Breakspear Way,
Ground Floor, Suite F, Hemel Hempstead,
Hertfordshire, HP2 4TZ, UK
Telephone: +44 (0)1442 345055
Mobile: 07810 155693

PARTNERSHIP
ITC

mailto:alan.carvell%40itcpartnership.com?subject=
http://www.itcpartnership.com
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Game-Changing Technology

harmaFluidics is a spin-off of the Vrije Universiteit 
Brus¬sels, and is located in Flanders’ ‘Life Sciences valley’, 
near Ghent, Belgium. The company is backed by a very 
strong strategic advisory board of world-class HPLC industry 

professionals with deep area expertise, globally networked, and broad 
and varied business and deal experience. 

PharmaFluidics essentially assists pharmaceutical and life sciences 
companies identify new targets in complex biological samples. For 
example, potential drug candidates or biomarkers that can be used to 
diagnose and follow-up diseases. With their technology, they stimulate 
new discoveries in research on cancer, cardiovascular diseases and 
hereditary or chronic conditions such as Alzheimer’s. 

By way of background, Biomarker identification and drug discovery 
are high-value applications. The average cost of bringing a drug to the 
mar¬ket amounts to $2.8 billion. The availability of a biomarker can 
reduce this cost by $900 million per drug according to a report published 
by the Tufts Center for the Study of Drug Development*. Co-founder and 
COO Paul Jacobs then tells us more about the company’s revolutionary 
technology, their key areas of expertise and the successes they have had. 

“Our technology introduces a game-changing analytical tool: the 
μPAC™ columns, combining expertise from the semiconductor chip 
manufacturing industries and the life sciences industries. Our μPAC® 
columns represent a new generation of liquid chromatography columns 
that enable to detect many more molecules with higher sensitivity in 
tiny, complex biological samples, compared to the top-performing 
columns currently on the market. 

“The key areas of expertise for PharmaFluidics are the design, litho¬-
graphic production, and surface treatment of silicon wafers for use as 
separation devices in chromatography. With its first product line, the 
innovative μPAC® Pillar Array Columns, PharmaFluidics targets pro¬-
teomic, metabolomic, and lipidomic profiling applications. Behind the 
scenes, R&D continues to work on further generations of columns with 
applications in new and broader market segments in the years to come. 

“In terms of successes we have had recently, I would say that μPAC® 
micro-Chip columns have been introduced since the end of 2016 to a 
limited number of pioneer customers for cutting-edge biomarker and 
drug research & development applications. 

“We also introduced the μPAC® columns to a broader professional 
audience, participating in international exhibitions in relevant fields. 
μPAC® has been very well received and we are now rolling out a 
comprehensive awareness and technical support program towards key 
opinion leaders, expert centers and pioneer users at pharma, biotech 
companies and their specialised contractors. This will help us further 
the commercial development of our premium μPAC® product family, 
with a range of specifications and prices.” 

Revolutionary Technology for Liquid Chromatography
Conventional nano--LC columns are fabricated by stacking (packed 
beds) or depositing (monoliths) material into a capillary. PharmaFlu-
id¬ics’ μPAC® (micro Pillar Array Chromatography) column is unique in 
its kind, fabricated using advanced lithographic micro-machining meth-
ods. The separation bed of the μPAC® column is mounted onto silicon 
wafers and composed of an array of precisely calibrated and ordered 
pillars, boosting separation resolution and decreasing flow dispersion. 

“The original idea was conceived by Professor Gert Desmet and Wim 
De Malsche at the Vrije Universiteit Brussel (Belgium) who pondered 
the influence of order and disorder on the efficiency of chromatographic 
separation” Paul explains. 

Computer Fluid Dynamics simulations showed that highly ordered 
sep¬aration beds could offer superior performance. Chip etching tech-
nology was identified as the optimal way to achieve this degree of order. 
This is a fundamentally new way of creating LC columns that overcomes 
the physical limitations hampering the improvement of separation pro-
cesses in conventional columns: 
•  The perfect order of the μPAC® beds eliminates dispersive flow 

patterns present in conventional columns. As a result, elution peaks 
remain sharper and sensitivity is increased; 

•  μPAC®s operate at moderate pressures, typically lower than 300 
bar. Separation channels with exceptional length (50 cm to 200 cm) 
are therefore possible. These are folded onto a small footprint by 
interconnecting concatenated bed segments and; 

•  The micromachined backbone of the separation bed forms a rigid 
structure that is not influenced by pressure. There are no obstruc¬-
tions by touching surfaces, and there is no risk for perturbations by 
pressure fluctuations. 

Johan Devenyns, Managing Director, then details the opportunities and 
challenges the company faces in 2017 and beyond. 

“PharmaFluidics’ main objectives for 2017 are centered on the market 
launch and commercial validation of its first generation of μPAC® 
micro-Chip chromatography columns in selected high value niche 
mar¬kets: metabolomics, proteomics profiling for biomarker discovery 
and biopharmaceuticals development. 

“The μPAC® micro-Chip columns have an immediate design and per¬-
formance appeal to pioneer users in the pharmaceutical research and 
development segment. It is our expectation that in the medium term, 
additional secondary features such as convenience of use, workflow 
simplification, column longevity and robustness, and reduced solvent 
consumption will allow for the future generations of μPAC® columns 
and cartridges to gain substantial market share over traditionally packed 
columns, also for regulated and routine markets, e.g. in quality control, 
for a broad range of industry segments. 

PharmaFluidics helps pharmaceutical and life sciences companies identify new targets in complex
biological samples. We spoke to Johan Devenyns, Managing Director and Paul Jacobs, co-founder 
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“Due to their unprecedented resolution per¬-
formance, we are convinced there is also a 
bright future for μPAC® micro-Chip columns 
to be used in combination with simplified, 
lower cost Mass Spectrometry systems, 
introducing an affordable alternative in 
many more settings and places. Ultimately, 
we envision the added value of the μPAC® 
micro-Chip columns also augmented by 
integrating micro-electronic functionalities on 
the very same silicon wafer substrate.” 

“The business perspectives are very 
appealing. The market for analytical liquid 
chromatography columns is estimated to be 
over $1.5 billion, with double-digit growth 
driven by the progress in systems biology 
research, biomarker discovery research and 
biopharmaceuticals development. Now it’s 
up to PharmaFluidics to claim its share of 
the field, with an exciting new technology!” 

Reference 
*DiMasi, J.A., Grabowski, H.G., & Hansen, 
R.W. (2016). Innovation in the pharma-
ceu¬tical industry: New estimates of R&D 
costs. Journal of Health Economics, 47, 
20−33. 

Company: PharmaFluidics 
Name: Johan Devenyns, Managing Director; 
Paul Jacobs - Co-founder – COO 
Email: web.enquiries@pharmafluidics.com 
Web Address: www.pharmafluidics.com 
Address: Technologiepark-Zwijnaarde 3 
B-9052 Gent Belgium 
Telephone: +32 9 241 56 57

mailto:web.enquiries%40pharmafluidics.com?subject=
http://www.pharmafluidics.com
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From Online Deal-Sourcing 
to Due Diligence 

- The next Level of Investment

rooms (drooms.com) is the leading provider of secure cloud 
solutions in Europe. The software specialist allows compa-
nies controlled access to confidential corporate data across 
company boundaries. Confidential business processes such 
as commercial real estate sales, mergers & acquisitions, NPL 

transactions and Board communications are handled securely, transpar-
ently and efficiently by Drooms. Leading global real estate companies, 
consultancy firms, law firms and corporations such as the METRO 
GROUP, Evonik, Morgan Stanley, JLL, JP Morgan, CBRE, Rewe and UBS 
are among Drooms’ client base.

Co-founder and chairman of Drooms, Jan Hoffmeister, tells us more about 
the firm and its areas of specialism. 

“At Drooms, we specialise in providing data rooms for due diligence 
processes in transactions. However, we know from experience that due 
diligence is only one (decisive) aspect of a long and complex process with 
several parties and a great deal of expertise involved. Failing to prepare 
properly for due diligence processes can be damaging for both sides of a 
transaction, can waste time and money for everybody involved, and can 
eventually even hinder a good deal. 

“With the first virtual data room in Europe in 2001, we contributed to 
radically transforming the due diligence process. Traditionally, the term 
‘data room’ referred to the physical rooms that served as the document 
repositories where M&A transactions took place. The costs involved were 
considerable as well as the time required for the whole process. The digi-
tisation of the process meant: faster due diligence, improved efficiency, 
ability to execute from remote locations. Since then, Drooms is a key 
player in bringing the newest technology into the due diligence market. 
With the release of Drooms NXG at the end of 2016, Drooms introduced 
for the first time artificial intelligence and automation technology into its 
virtual data room.”

To support investors in preparing for due diligence with the aid of thor-
ough reporting, Drooms decided to acquire DealMarket, a Swiss FinTech 
company specialising in the management of complex investment projects. 
Thanks to DealMarket, investors have a tool where they can set up cus-
tomised deal flows, enabling them to organise and monitor every step of 
their investment activities until the moment of truth, i.e. due diligence.

Jan explains more about DealMarket and the rationale behind the acqui-
sition. 

“Deal making is always a complex process. DealMarket’s Deal Flow man-
agement tool makes the investment project a bit less complex by allowing 
information and data storage on the DealMarket platform. Investors can 

manage how they view deals, find them and approach them throughout 
the deal making process.” 

“Now, what increases the complexity is often the finalisation process, i.e. the 
due diligence, which is executed in a virtual data room. The due diligence 
process can add its difficulties and drag the investment process on. With 
Drooms’ virtual data room, the documentation management as well as the 
Q&A happen on one highly safe platform. This saves time since you don’t 
need to send documents back and forth or upload them to several platforms. 
Speed is of the essence when it comes to deal making – too often invest-
ments and mergers can fall through simply because the process took too long 
to finish. The Instant Access Technology Drooms uses guarantees documents 
can be processed and accessed without unnecessary delay in the process.”

Overall, the addition of Drooms helps clients with the latter stages of the 
investment cycle. While DealMarket helped you choose the right deals, 
Drooms’ data rooms make it easy to finalise the acquisition.

“With the acquisition of DealMarket we are closing in on our target of 
managing the entire lifecycle of valuable assets. DealMarket has done 
some excellent development work in this area, developing an innovative, 
industry-tailored solution in the process. In strengthening the Drooms 
team with the experience and expertise of DealMarket employees, we are 
now in a position to offer even more services from a single source.”

With regards to the future, Jan tells us how Drooms intends to stay one 
step ahead of the game.

“We have a large team of developers on-site,” he explains. “As the core of 
our company is its technology, they work every day to make sure Drooms 
NXG is a carrier of the newest technological developments. For instance, 
we have simplified one of the most demanding and at the same time 
crucial tasks within due diligence: the Q&A process. Thanks to our Q&A 
tool, customers can set up even the most sophisticated process complete-
ly by themselves. A feature that legal experts especially appreciate is the 
Findings Manager, the module allowing for the assessment of risks and 
opportunities inherent to a deal. The feature is based on powerful smart 
content analytics. And our developers work to offer the greatest function-
alities to speed up and improve a deal. The bottom line is this: if intelligent 
machines can help improve due diligence, then all the stakeholders will 
be able to spend their time executing strategic and meaningful tasks.”

  
Company: Drooms
Name: Jan Hoffmeister
Email: office@drooms.com
Web Address: www.drooms.com

Drooms, the virtual data room provider, has recently strengthened its expertise in the field of lifecycle 
asset management with the acquisition of DealMarket. Here, Jan Hoffmeister tells us more about the 

purchase and Drooms’ plans to utilise its new-found assets going forward.
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Digital Odyssey

stablished in Birmingham in 2010, Odyssey New Media is a 
leading digital marketing agency. With more than 10 years’ 
worth of experience, the firm knows how to tailor strategies 
which utilise the best digital marketing and media channels 

to help businesses develop, grow and succeed.

Odyssey New Media provides a full range of services to help business-
es increase their revenue and achieve good return on their marketing 
spend, including:
•  SEO (Search Engine Optimisation) - gaining higher search natural 

search positions for keywords that convert into enquiries and sales. 
These positions are those below paid ads and therefore once 
achieved you don’t pay to continue to rank. Continued SEO mainte-
nance is required to maintain positions.

•  PPC, Paid Search and Placement Advertising - ensuring compa-
nies’ key messages are in front of the right audience at the right 
time.

•  Social Media Management, Training & Optimisation - to integrate 
on and offline communications across different social networks to 
engage with all stakeholders.

•  Conversion Enhancement Services
•  Website Design & Website Development –helping businesses 

project manage and build websites with SEO and social features in 
mind.

•  Mobile Website Design & Mobile Applications – Mobile search and 
usage is increasing. It’s therefore important to ensure websites have 
a mobile friendly version for mobile users as well as taking advan-
tage of mobile applications which can help target and increase 
brand awareness in the ready-made market places for mobile apps.

Robert Stoubos is the owner and managing director of Odyssey New 
Media. Graduating from Aston University in June 2005 with a degree 
in Computer Science, he founded the company just five years later. 
He tells us more about his experience. “With more than 10 years’ 
experience in digital marketing I have become a results-driven marketer 
with the skills required to successfully implement cross-channel digital 
marketing campaigns that generate increased brand awareness, sales 
and ROI.”

Case Studies
The firm has had great success so far to date, and we take a look at 
some of its most recent case studies.

Aura Natural Health
Aura Natural Health specialises in health products that contain only 
natural ingredients.

The team at Odyssey New Media was tasked with conceptualising, 
designing and creating a logo that represented the use of ‘only natural 
products’ in the ingredients. The customer wanted elegant yet bold, 
decorative yet not too loud.

The designs were to be used on packaging products and around social 
media platforms.

“Neil designed my first product label so beautifully and it was exactly 
what I was looking for. He listened to what I wanted and replied to my 
requests quickly and accurately. I always come back to Neil at Odyssey 
now for all of my other product labels and I am hoping to use their web 
design services too in the very near future,” explained Aura Lakshmi of 
Aura Natural Health.

RPA UK
Based in a railway arch in the West Midlands; RPA Ltd was formed 
by its director, Robert “Seth” Wilson, after he left the Royal Navy in 
2011. Since formation the company has been involved in a multitude 
of projects, providing Radioactive Waste Management and Radiation 
Protection services to clients.

Odyssey New Media and the team were responsible for a complete 
website build, banners and creating a CMS system for the company.

“Tip-Top service guys, got a great website for the best price in town … 
can’t grumble at all!” states Robert Wilson, director of RPA UK.

Co-operative Online Doctor
Co-operative Online Doctor is an online doctor service with a UK GMC 
qualified doctor for online medical consultation. It offers a professional, 
safe, discreet and fast way of seeking treatment for medical conditions, 
with services being particularly useful to patients who do not have time 
to visit a doctor or are seeking treatment for a condition they do not 
want to discuss face-to-face. 

Odyssey New Media was commissioned by the company to build the 
website, design banners, create a CMS system and make a user-up-
dateable blog site.

“Great work – the blog was built on budget, on time and to a very high 
standard. I always use Odyssey New Media now for any website jobs 
and image banners,” Chris Knight, Marketing Manager of Co-Operative 
Healthcare commented.

Odyssey New Media is a digital marketing agency, based in Birmingham. Set up by Robert Stoubos 
in 2010, the firm has enjoyed success and has several high profile clients.
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Likewise, Odyssey also worked on the Midcounties 
Co-operative travel website, the largest independent 
UK co-operative, with gross sales in excess of £738 
million. They cover a wide range of areas including 
West Midlands, Shropshire, Staffordshire, Oxford-
shire, Gloucestershire, Buckinghamshire, Wiltshire 
and Worcestershire.

Odyssey New Media were asked to help Co-operative 
Travel to improve its SEO efforts in order to maximise 
the company’s organic search presence. A large 
part of these optimisation efforts involved completely 
re-writing and expanding Co-op’s existing content.  
In addition, Odyssey has been involved in elements 
of social media, online PR, usability analysis and 
enhancement.

Company: Odyssey New Media        
Name: Robert Stoubos
Email: rstoubos@odysseynewmedia.com                           
Address: The Old Bus Garage, Harborne Lane Selly 
Oak,  
Birmingham B29 6SN UK            
Telephone: +44 (0)794 042 0201

mailto:rstoubos%40odysseynewmedia.com?subject=
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Strategy for Success

acro Currency Group is an in-house boutique of Principal 
Global Investors. As an autonomous business unit, and 
a specialist provider of macro currency investment and 
hedging solutions, the firm’s currency management strategy, 

whose track record spans from 1997, is tailored to investor require-
ments and includes both leveraged and unleveraged absolute return 
strategies as well as benchmark-oriented strategic currency overlay. As 
of March 31, 2017, Macro Currency manages $4,320 million across 
14 accounts which is split across funds, segregated mandates and 
managed accounts. 

Ivan Petej, PhD, is Managing Director, Portfolio Manager and Head 
of Quantitative Strategy at Macro Currency Group. He goes into more 
detail about the work that the group specialises in.

“We believe that financial markets evolve and develop over time,” he 
begins. “Effective investing in global markets requires an early iden-
tification of these changes, followed by a deep understanding of their 
significance, and then for these insights to be overlaid with traditional 
economic cycle and policy analysis. We are above all, fundamental in-
vestors and our investment returns are primarily generated through the 
early identification of global macroeconomic and investment themes. 
This is done through a combination of both proprietary tools which are 
used to identify the strategic investment environment and the use of 
analytical techniques to identify themes consistent with the evolving 
economic and asset market environment and policy framework.”

“Over time, our investment philosophy has remained consistent, as has 
our investment process. However, so as to ensure we retain our analyti-
cal edge we have developed a number of new tools that have helped us 
navigate new paradigms as the markets have evolved, at the same time 
bolstering our risk management and risk monitoring capabilities.”

The firm’s most recent development involved the launch of a novel 
strategy called Global Time Diversified which is based on the belief that, 
in order to unlock a consistent return stream regardless of prevailing 
market conditions, there needs to be diversification across a number of 
differing time horizons. 

“The aim is to allow investors the opportunity to access a true source 
of consistent liquid alternative alpha in one single solution,” explains 
Ivan. “It does so by combining two distinct yet complimentary currency 
strategies, one discretionary and one systematic allowing for diversifica-
tion across investment time horizon as well as style. The discretionary 
approach seeks to identify and exploit fundamental macroeconomic 

themes that influence exchange rates over a two to six month time 
horizon. The systematic approach is strategically focused with a long 
term, 12 month investment time horizon and is relatively unique. By 
identifying and creating currency exposures to key risk factors with long 
term explanatory powers, investors are able to access global growth 
returns from the currency market, using a method that goes beyond a 
simple carry or risk premia concepts.”

“Our Global Time Diversified (GTD) track record to date demonstrates 
our ability to provide consistent return streams while at the same time 
managing to maintain a low correlation to other currency managers and 
traditional asset classes. The philosophy works as we believe it captures 
multiple opportunities of capturing alpha within the currency space 
in a dynamic and adaptable way through its discretionary component 
while simultaneously generating an additional return stream through 
its systematic component relating to global growth. Such an alpha/beta 
split is, to our knowledge, unique within the FX investment industry and 
is one of the key reasons it remains uncorrelated while being robust to a 
wide range of market environments, as its return stream demonstrates. 
We believe that such a strategy is highly adaptable, does not rely on 
certain market conditions or relationships and can be successful across 
multiple market cycles.”

Since going live with the strategy in 2011, the Macro Currency Group 
has raised more than $800 million and continues to generate interest 
from investors. It also recently launched a separate UCITS Fund for the 
same strategy which at present time has $50 million within it. 

The Macro Currency Group consists of nine investment professionals 
and two non-investment team members. The firm utilises a team-based 
approach and all members are involved in the investment process. 

“Our idea generation has both formal and informal elements given the 
collegiate nature of the discussion and analysis process,” states Ivan. 
“We conduct both long-term and short-term research. Our long-term 
research is cantered on our annual offsite where we set the strategic 
direction for the group and the portfolios. All members of the team 
contribute to this with the effort being led by the senior team members. 
This is supplemented with research throughout the year conducted by 
strategists and portfolio managers based in our London office. We hold 
weekly strategy meetings where we have a formalized process to look 
over and discuss macroeconomic data, recent pricing in financial mar-
kets and new investment opportunities. This weekly discussion is then 
continued with ongoing dialogue throughout the week. This ensures a 
continuous flow of information and active idea generation.”

The Macro Currency Group has been managing tailored currency mandates to the unique needs of 
its clients for more than 17 years. We caught up with MD Ivan Petej who told us more about the firm 

and its areas of specialism.
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With regards to future opportunities, Ivan believes that 
financial markets are highly likely to undergo a process 
of significant change in the near future. 

“The gradual withdrawal of extreme monetary stimu-
lus coupled with a changing political and regulatory 
landscape is likely to present challenges in some areas 
as well as significant opportunities. Being part of a liquid 
and truly alternative asset class with an established 
investment process which is primarily forward looking in 
nature, we feel that we can benefit from such an envi-
ronment and are looking forward to the likely opportuni-
ties ahead.”

Company: Macro Currency Group
Name: Ivan Petej, Ph. D.
Managing Director, Portfolio Manager  
and Head of Quantitative Strategy
Email: contactmacrocurrency@principal.com
Web: www.macrocurrencygroup.com
Address: 103 Mount Street
London, W1K 2TJ UK
Telephone: +44 (0)20 7710 0220

mailto:contactmacrocurrency%40principal.com?subject=
http://www.macrocurrencygroup.com




Winners’ Directory

2017 Legal Excellence Awards - Lawyer of the Year - Qatar
Company: Salam International Investment Ltd

Name: Adnan Steitieh
Email: a.steitieh@salaminternational.com

Web Address: www.salaminternational.com

2017 Legal Excellence Awards - Partner of the Year Australia
Company: HWL Ebsworth

Name: Tim Graham
Email: tgraham@hwle.com.au

Web Address: www.hwlebsworth.com.au

2016’s Leading Investment Service Firm
Company: BNP Paribas Investment Partners

Name: Sophie Dimopoulou
Email: sophie.dimopoulou@bnpparibas.com

Web Address: group.bnpparibas
Address:  10 Rue Edward Steichen, 2540 Luxembourg

Telephone: +352 2646 3080

2017 International Business Excellence Award 
Company: eCustoms
Name: Alfred Hille

Email: AHille@eCustoms.com
Web Address: www.ecustoms.com

Address:  Peace Bridge Plaza, Buffalo 14213-0230, USA
Telephone: +1 716 881 2590

E-Commerce Pioneering Firm 2016-2017 Award
Company: iMegaMedia, A division of TrueInnovation Ltd,

Name: Maxine Moon
Email: max.a.brown@gmail.com

Web Address: www.imegamedia.co.uk
Address:  16 Ashley Drive (South), Ringwood, Hants BH24 2JT UK

Telephone: +44 (0) 845 463 4230
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 ...your link with the global investment community®

Capital Link is a leading investor 
relations, financial advisory and 
communications firm. We offer a full 
suite of services including strategic 
and corporate advisory, investor 
relations, media relations, public and 
industry relations and the organization 
of investment conferences and 
corporate events.

www.capitallink.com

New York - London - Athens - Oslo




